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“THE difference between me and most
women is that I wear everything in my
wardrobe.”
Shan Williams isn’t lying. Whereas most

women wear 20 per cent of their clothes 80
per cent of the time, Shan never buys
anything unless it fits with her ‘rules’ – the
guidelines she knows will suit her shape,
proportion, colouring and personality.
As a result, her wardrobe isn’t crammed

with a mess of crumpled, mis-matched
mistakes. Instead, she has surprisingly few
items, all lined up neatly in colour order –
and she wears every single one.
“Once you know your own rules, you will

always buy wisely and never waste your
money,” she said. “I don’t buy all that much,
so I can afford to spend a bit more when I
do. I think of it as an investment.”
No shrinking violet, the stylist – nicknamed

‘Gok Shan’ by her clients – is a big fan of
colour. When we meet, she’s wearing a brightly
patterned red dress with bright red shoes. Her
hair is also a vivid shade of auburn.

And a look inside her wardrobe reveals collections
of more red, lime green and turquoise. Neutrals are
not really her thing. “I have to wear bright colours to
show clients I practise what I preach,” she said. “There’s
no point in me blending into the background!”

Shan can be contacted on 07976 576176, email
shan.williams@charismaeffect.co.uk or go to

www.charismaeffect.co.uk.

insidemywardrobeShan Williams, 54, of Malmesbury, is an award-
winning personal stylist, who trained with
Colour Me Beautiful and is now advising
women across the county how to dress to
suit their lifestyle, colouring and body
shape. She shows us some of her
favourite things hanging on her rails

Style tip
If you have size 4 feet or

smaller, stick to
small-scale jewellery.

Size 6 or over?
Go chunky.
Size 5s can

carry off both!

FAVOURITE THINGS 1
Green and black Frank

Lyman dress: £130 from
Wardrobe in
Cirencester.

“I suit warm colouring,
so I need to wear

yellow-based
colours. This dress
is the ideal find for
me – it’s forgiving
on the tummy and

the empire line
helps that too.”
Green Julien
Macdonald

mac: £80 from
Debenhams.

“Because I have
no waist, I can’t wear a

belted mac, but this
one has a straight cut

so suits my shape.
Every woman should

have a statement mac
in her wardrobe.

Forget black or beige!”

FAVOURITE THINGS 2
Red Teaberry dress: £50 from

boutique in Australia.
“I am a great boutique shopper
and I am always grazing wherever
I go. I found this in a shop in
Australia and knew straight away
it would fit wth my rules. The
dress is soft and ruched, which is
very flattering. I can wear it
dressed up or down.”

I wear
EVERYTHING
in my wardrobe!

FAVOURITE THINGS 3
Animal print Frank Lyman dress:
£149 from Wardrobe in Marlborough.
Animal print never goes out of fashion
so this comes out time and again – I
love it because it is so dramatic. The
wrapover dress suits all shapes.
Faux leather jacket: £50 from a
market stall in Nice. We’d just got off
the plane and my husband noticed a
market so we stopped to have a look.
Within half an hour of landing, I’d
bought this! Every time I wear it,
someone asks where I got it.”
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